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US POSTMASTER GENERAL PROMOTES CONVERGENCE OF MAIL AND
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AT THE NATIONAL POSTAL FORUM
In a keynote speech on 18 May at the National Postal Forum, an annual mailing
industry trade show in the US, Megan Brennan, Postmaster General and CEO
of the US Postal Service, promoted opportunities for the mailing industry
to leverage the rapid adoption of digital and mobile technology by today’s
consumers.
As consumer trends point to a continued mobile convergence, Brennan advanced
the idea that mail can serve as a powerful complement to digital marketing
campaigns and play a more prominent role in multi-channel marketing efforts.
“When we extend that physical experience of mail into a mobile experience,
mail delivers much greater value for the sender and receiver,” said Brennan.
Citing the technology advances that enable a piece of mail to launch a website,
video, or an interactive experience with technologies like augmented reality and
QR codes, the Postmaster General believes mail can be a powerful tool for
marketers to spark product discovery and drawing consumers into the digital
ecosystem of their particular brand.
Brennan also revealed that the Postal Service is developing a daily digital
notification of mail to be delivered to customers. The project – known as real
mail notification – is being piloted in Northern Virginia and enables consumers
to use a mobile device to see what is arriving in their physical mailbox.
Source: USPS

Deutsche Post DHL Group grows
revenue during first quarter
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CANADA POST SEGMENT REPORTS PROFIT BEFORE USPS SECOND-QUARTER REVENUES RISE ON
TAX OF CA$24M FOR THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2015 PACKAGE SURGE BUT LOSSES CONTINUE
The Canada Post segment reported
a profit before tax of CA$24m
for the first quarter ended 4 April
2015, compared to a loss before
tax of CA$27m for the first quarter
of 2014. The results were mainly
due to continued growth in the
Parcels business and tiered pricing
for Transaction Mail.

Canada Post segment reports profit
before tax of CA$24m for the first
quarter of 2015
USPS second-quarter revenues rise on
package surge but losses continue
DHL offers knowledge transfer
platform for automotive logistics
experts

In the first quarter, volumes of Domestic Lettermail – the
letters, bills and statements that are Canada Post’s core
business – fell by 8.4% pieces compared to the same period
a year ago. This trend further reinforces that Canadians
are accelerating their adoption of digital means to receive
important mail. The decline in Lettermail volumes was offset
by higher revenue from the tiered pricing structure that took
effect at the start of the second quarter of 2014. Transaction
Mail revenue grew by 9.1% to CA$889m in the first quarter
while volumes fell 8% from the same period a year ago.
First-quarter Parcels revenue for the Canada Post segment
rose to CA$380m, up CA$39m or 6.2% compared to the
same period a year ago, while volumes increased by more
than 4m pieces or 6.5%.
Source: Canada Post
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The US Postal Service increased its package volumes by
14.4% between January and March 2015, driving a modest
1.3% revenue increase, but it still closed the quarter with a
US$1.5bn loss due to high health benefit costs.
The US postal operator increased overall revenue by 1.3%
to US$16.9bn with higher parcel and stable mail revenues in
the second quarter of its 2014/15 fiscal year. It also reduced
operating costs by 0.9% to US$18.4bn, driven in part by
favourable trends in workers’ compensation expenses.
Shipping and Packages revenues increased by 10.4%
to US$3.6bn in the second quarter with volumes up by
14.4%. The business now accounts for 22% of USPS’
total revenues. First-Class Mail and Standard Mail volume
declined by 2.1% and 1.1%, respectively, in the second
quarter. Overall revenues remained stable at US$11.3bn,
however, thanks to price increases.
The net loss for the quarter was US$1.5bn compared to a
net loss of US$1.9bn for the same period last year. Excluding
the retiree health benefit prefunding expense, the net losses
would have been US$44m and US$447m, respectively,
for the quarters ended 2015 and 2014, the postal operator
pointed out.
Source: CEP-Research; USPS
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DHL OFFERS KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER PLATFORM FOR AUTOMOTIVE
LOGISTICS EXPERTS

Canada Post segment reports profit
before tax of CA$24m for the first
quarter of 2015
USPS second-quarter revenues rise on
package surge but losses continue
DHL offers knowledge transfer
platform for automotive logistics
experts

DHL Global Forwarding, the air and ocean freight specialist within Deutsche
Post DHL Group, carried out the first module of Corporate Automotive Logistics
Academy 4.0 (CALA 4.0) focusing on “Trends & Strategies in Automotive
Logistics” in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The platform for knowledge transfer and advanced
training was developed in close cooperation with BVLCampus, the educational
branch of BVL International the supply chain expert. More than 40 participants
from OEMs and suppliers attended the training and further developed their
supply chain management skills in workshops and discussions.
During the course of the day academics shared their views on global and country
specific trends and strategies in automotive logistics. Afterwards in workshops
participants discussed and identified innovation requirements in automotive
supply chains, worked on possible solutions and presented their results to the
group.
Source: Deutsche Post DHL
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TOLL SHAREHOLDERS APPROVE TAKEOVER BY
JAPAN POST

UPS ADDS EXPRESS AND LOGISTICS TO MYANMAR
SERVICES

Toll Group’s shareholders today overwhelmingly approved
the Australian company’s AU$6.5bn (US$5.1bn) acquisition
by Japan Post and the deal is set to go through by the end
of this month.

UPS announced an expanded portfolio of services in
Myanmar, introducing express delivery and contract logistics
services that complement the air and ocean freight services
launched in August last year.

The group announced that 99.72% of shareholders
voted in favour of the transaction at a special meeting in
Melbourne, with 95.88% of shareholders taking part in the
vote. The company’s board of directors had unanimously
recommended that shareholders vote in favour of Japan
Post’s offer and all regulatory clearances had been received
earlier this month.

Businesses in Myanmar can take advantage of UPS’s
Worldwide Express services into and out of Myanmar, with
transit times ranging between one to three business days
across Asia, Europe and the United States.
Source: CEP-Research

Source: CEP-Research

DHL EXPRESS EXPANDS IN SAUDI ARABIA WITH
NEW RIYADH AIRPORT GATEWAY
DHL Express has opened a US$20.2m state-of-the-art air/
ground gateway at Riyadh King Khalid International Airport to
expand its operations in Saudi Arabia. It is the second of three
new facilities that DHL Express has in plan for the country.
The new Riyadh facility will also introduce a new network
flight in addition to commercial capacity which will bring in
7,500 shipments daily that will now be promptly cleared as
the facility will have its own on-ground customs clearance that
is Transport Asset Protection Association (TAPA) certified.
Source: CEP-Research
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Deutsche Post DHL Group, the
world’s leading mail and logistics
group, further increased revenue in
the first quarter of 2015. Revenue
grew by 8.8% over the prior-year
quarter to €14.8bn. Adjusted for
positive currency effects, revenue
also grew, with improvements in
all four divisions contributing to
an organic increase of 2.1%. This
development reflects sustained growth in revenues and
volumes in the international express business as well as in
the German parcel business. Consolidated net profit slightly
decreased by 1.4% in the first quarter to €495m.
Consolidated EBIT fell slightly by 1.0% in the first three
months to €720m. The PeP division marginally increased
EBIT by 0.8% to €399m, with the ongoing dynamic growth
of the Parcel business offset by further declines in Post
volumes and higher costs. The Express division registered an
increase in operating profit of 20.3% to €332m in the first
quarter due to continued strong growth in the international
time-definite business.
By contrast, EBIT in the Global Forwarding, Freight division
decreased to €17m, mainly due to the impact of the division’s
transformation program and continued margin pressure
within the overall market. Operating profit in the Supply
Chain division declined in the first quarter to €53m.

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

Although Deutsche Post DHL Group expects global growth
to be moderate at best in 2015 and continues to make
substantial investments in its long-term success, the Group
has confirmed its targets. Operating profit is projected
to increase to between €3.05bn to €3.2bn in 2015.
Meanwhile, Deutsche Post DHL CEO Frank Appel told
analysts DHL expects to add to its recent express marketshare gains in Europe thanks to anticipated fall-out from the
proposed acquisition of TNT by FedEx.
Source: Deutsche Post DHL; CEP-Research

TNT GERMANY SEEKS CUSTOMERS FOR 3D
PRINTING LOGISTICS
TNT Germany is looking for customers for possible 3D
printing activities such as spare parts logistics. The company
said it is considering the implementation of 3D printing
for additive manufacturing in logistics processes and has
established 3D printing stations at several of its value-added
logistics sites in Germany.
Source: CEP-Research

DEUTSCHE POST DHL MODERNISES INNOVATION
CENTER IN GERMANY
Deutsche Post DHL has opened its modernised Innovation
Center in Troisdorf near Bonn, Germany, to boost the
development of innovative services while enabling more
direct cooperation with customers, experts and academics
in many fields.
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The DHL Innovation Center was completely redesigned
around the idea of developing innovations in cooperation
with customers and a network of industry and research
partners. Together with over 50 DHL experts, this network
of partners pioneer sustainable solutions to keep world trade
on the move with innovative services and solutions.

WHISTL SUSPENDS FINAL-MILE DELIVERY

The group explained that it is increasingly investing
in innovations to continue contributing to the global
development of the logistics industry and sustainability. Its
recent trend report on the Internet of Things revealed the
huge growth potential through more efficient and transparent
supply chain and logistics operations.

The mail and packets company,
formerly called TNT Post UK,
announced it was suspending
its end-to-end (E2E) delivery
service in London, Manchester and Liverpool. However, its
core business of collecting and sorting mail, with final-mile
delivery through Royal Mail is unaffected.

Source: CEP-Research; Deutsche Post DHL

FEDEX SECURES FINANCING FOR €4.4BN TNT
ACQUISITION
On 13 May, FedEx said that it had secured financing for its
€4.4bn acquisition of TNT through a mix of cash, debt loans
and credit, and will formally make its announced offer of €8
per share for the Dutch company by the end of June.
FedEx said it will be able to finance the overall €4.4bn
sum by utilising available cash on its balance sheet and
through existing and new debt arrangements. It will be able
to pay approximately €1.5bn in cash from its own available
resources. In addition, FedEx has secured fully committed
debt financing in the amount of €2.0bn, subject to customary
conditions, and can utilise an existing credit facility for an
amount of approximately €0.9 bn.

On 11 May, British postal operator
Whistl suspended its small
loss-making final-mile delivery
operation.

The move came after PostNL’s plan to turn Whistl into a
joint venture with Lloyds Bank subsidiary LDC, which would
have funded the rollout of an end-to-end delivery network to
challenge Royal Mail, collapsed two weeks ago when LDC
pulled out of long-running talks due to changes in market
and regulatory conditions. In response, PostNL said last
week it had launched a review of its international strategy.
Source: CEP-Research

UPS OPENS HEALTHCARE AND LIFE-SCIENCES
CENTER AT AMSTERDAM AIRPORT
UPS announced the expansion of its temperature-controlled
supply chain capabilities in Europe with the opening of
a healthcare-dedicated air freight forwarding facility at
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, Netherlands.

Source: CEP-Research
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Utilising its own healthcare-dedicated, GDP-compliant
facility at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol allows UPS to provide
more control of the cross-docking and interim storage of
healthcare shipments – helping customers mitigate risks
and comply with high quality standards.
Source: UPS

ANNEMARIE GARDSHOL TO SUCCEED PER
SAMUELSON AS NEW CEO AT STRÅLFORS
Per Samuelson is to become CEO at Beijer Electronics.
This means he will be leaving his position of CEO at
PostNord subsidiary Strålfors after 16 years. Annemarie
Gardshol, who serves as Chief Strategy Officer and Head
of e-Commerce at PostNord, will take over as acting CEO
at Strålfors. She will remain part of PostNord’s Group
Executive Team and will retain responsibility for PostNord’s
e-commerce business. Annemarie Gardshol will take over as
CEO at Strålfors on 1 June 2015.
Source: PostNord

ROYAL MAIL JOINS FORCES WITH NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH TO TACKLE RURAL CRIME
Royal Mail has launched new pilot initiative – Mail Watch –
in conjunction with Neighbourhood Watch and Hampshire
Constabulary. The initiative is currently being trialled in
the British city of Winchester and will give more than 130
postmen and -women in the area the opportunity to report
any suspicious incidents or low-level crime by calling 101 and
then quoting a dedicated incident number. Alternatively, they

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

can report incidents to Neighbourhood Watch volunteers,
who will then liaise with police if necessary.
Last year, Royal Mail joined forces with the charity Missing
People to distribute ‘high risk’ alerts about vulnerable missing
children and adults to its 124,000 postmen and -women.
Source: Royal Mail Group

UK PARCELS AND GLS DRIVE HIGHER ROYAL MAIL
PROFITS
Royal Mail announced higher profits for 2014/15, driven
by its growing parcel businesses in the UK and continental
Europe (GLS) but warned competition will remain tough
in the parcels business this year. The British postal group
increased revenues by 1% to £9.4bn in the year ending
March 2015 as overall parcel revenue growth exceeded
expectations. Operating profits increased by 5% to £595m,
pushing the operating profit margin up to 6.3% from 5.2%
last year, thanks to tight cost controls.
The UK parcels and letters business (UKPIL) had flat
revenues of £7.75bn, with parcels growth outweighing
a letters decline, while operating profit improved 3% to
£470m, after transformation costs. Royal Mail’s UK parcels
business increased revenues by just 1% to £3.19bn while
volumes increased by 3% to 1.1bn items. This included
a 12% increase in Parcelforce volumes to 86m items. The
European parcels subsidiary GLS increased revenues by
7% to £1.65bn on an underlying basis (excluding currency
effects) in 2014-15 and slightly improved its operating profit
to £115m from £108m last year.
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In contrast, letter revenues dropped 1% to £4.57bn and
addressed letter volumes declined by 4% to 13bn items,
which was at the better end of the forecast range due to the
improving UK economy.

of the Tracked Returns Portal, weekend collections for
retailers, and Local Collect.

CEO Moya Greene said: “We have delivered operating
profits in line with our expectations. Our continued focus
on efficiency resulted in a better than expected UK cost
performance, offsetting lower than anticipated UK parcel
revenue. At the same time we have delivered a large number
of innovations at pace as we transform our business.”

UK MAIL PROFITS DROP AS PARCEL VOLUMES
OUTGROW CAPACITY

Source: CEP-Research; Royal Mail Group

ROYAL MAIL EXTENDS ACCEPTANCE TIMES FOR
PARCELS TO MIDNIGHT
Royal Mail announced the extension of acceptance times for
its Royal Mail Tracked 48 service. Major business customers
can now have their parcels collected by Royal Mail, or drop
them off, until 23:59 on any working weekday, for delivery
within two working days.
These later collection times have been implemented to
better meet the needs of the UK’s 24/7 retailers and their
customers. With one in six shoppers now doing all their
shopping online, the later acceptance times for Royal Mail
Tracked 48 will enable businesses around the UK to ensure
that their customers get their orders faster.
The enhancements to Royal Mail Tracked 48 are the latest in
a programme of innovations which are making Royal Mail’s
services more accessible, convenient and digitally enabled,
including a new ‘Nominate a Neighbour’ initiative, the launch

© 2015 - IPC.be
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Source: Royal Mail Group

UK Mail’s parcel volumes have outgrown capacity in recent
months pushing up costs and resulting in lower profits in
the year ending March 2015, the company said. The listed
company increased revenues by just 0.8% to £485.1m in
2014/15 while operating profits slipped 3.8% to £21m.
Revenues in Parcels, covering the business-to-business
(B2B), business-to-consumer (B2C) and international
parcel delivery services, were up 3.7% to £228.1m. But the
unit’s profits declined by 4.5% to £21.4m and the operating
margin dropped to 9.4% from 10.2% last year. UK Mail
achieved volume growth in both the B2B and B2C market
segments in the period overall. Volume growth in the final
quarter was particularly strong at some 12.9%, largely due
to the volume gained as a result of the collapse of City Link.
Revenues in the Courier business, which provides sameday delivery services, increased by 2.0% to £16.5m
but operating margins decreased to 13.4%, leading to
a decrease in the operating profit by 19.6% to £2.2m.
Meanwhile, Mail revenues decreased by 1.9% to £240.5m.
Mail operating profits decreased by 1.7% to £12.5m and the
operating margin remained at 5.2%.
Source: CEP-Research
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British manufacturing firms reported increased export orders and sales in the first
quarter of 2015 and an index recording the volume of trade export documents rose
to its highest level on record, despite significant currency and economic headwinds,
according to the latest quarterly report from DHL Express and the British Chambers
of Commerce (BCC).
The survey of more than 2,300 exporting firms, running since 2006, revealed that
46% of manufacturers reported increased export orders in Q1, compared to 36%
in Q4 2014. Accordingly, the export orders balance grew in Q1 2015 to 24% from
13% in the previous quarter. In addition, 43% of manufacturing firms reported an
increase in export sales, up from 38% in Q4 2014. Meanwhile, the proportion of
service firms that recorded increased export sales remained steady at 33%.
Source: CEP-Research
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INDIA’S E-COMMERCE BOOM TO BE UNIQUE IN THE REGION
India’s e-Commerce market development is often compared to that of China,
based on one single factor: internet penetration. Although the current level of
internet penetration in India is the same as China’s in 2007, India’s e-Commerce
boom – with a market predicted to grow from US$17bn right now to US$100bn
by 2019 – is unlikely to follow the developments in the Chinese market. According
to a UBS report, India’s own e-Commerce trajectory will be affected not only
by internet penetration, but also by factors like last-mile delivery, infrastructure,
strong competition from brick-and-mortar stores, and low credit and debit card
penetration.
The differences in technology between China in 2007 and India today are
important to understand India’s e-Commerce market. Contrary to China eight
years ago, India now has access to the technology needed to better understand
online behaviour and connect more closely with consumers. Moreover, India’s
smartphone boom could turn out to be particularly important factor. Between
2013 and 2014, the total value of transactions on mobile phones in India
surged by 383% to US$5.8bn and the growth is likely to continue.
The e-Commerce starting points for the two Asian economies were also very
different. While Alibaba in China had the first-mover advantage and used
the opportunity, India already has three major players in online retail: two
home-grown companies, Flipkart and Snapdeal, and US-based Amazon.
There is also the matter of income distribution across the two populations:
India has a much larger percentage of low-income consumers and a much
smaller middle class.
Source: CEP-Research
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POSTS CAN HELP BRIDGE E-COMMERCE DIVIDE FOR
SMES

Friberg Quispe Grajeda, director general of SERPOST, said
the postal operator is also reaping benefits, with more than
US$18bn in exports sent via Exporta Facil to date.

Posts worldwide can play a vital role helping SMEs to take
advantage of e-Commerce and grow their businesses,
according to speakers at the UPU’s World Strategy
Conference in Geneva. With a vast network of outlets
– some 640,000 worldwide – and a wide range of
services, including digital, financial and logistics services,
postal operators can help micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) become participants in the global
e-Commerce market, according to several speakers at the
conference.

Source: CEP-Research

Xiaozhun Yi, deputy director general, World Trade
Organization, said that to date, large, multinational
organisations have benefitted the most from the explosive
development of the e-Commerce sector. But he emphasised
that e-Commerce can also open the door to new markets
and business opportunities for SMEs, while reducing their
transaction costs, increasing their overall competitiveness,
Yi explained. However, the obstacles preventing SMEs from
taking that step are numerous and vary from country to
country. In developing countries, for example, infrastructure is
often a challenge, and barriers include lack of internet access.
Peru’s SERPOST explained how its Exporta Facil (Easy
Export) programme enables SMEs to use online tools to
cut red tape, such as electronic customs forms, through the
post, and thus to reduce their costs. The postal operator
automatically receives the information and can immediately
process and dispatch the item abroad.

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

BPOST RECORDS SOLID PARCEL VOLUME GROWTH
bpost has reported solid results for the first quarter of 2015,
with parcel growth compensating for the ongoing mail
decline. Koen Van Gerven, bpost’s CEO, commented that
the company’s strategy is once again bearing fruits and that
it is well prepared to face further challenges in 2015.
bpost’s parcel business performed very well, with domestic
parcel volumes up by 10.2%, which was faster than the 7%
rise achieved in 2014. Growth was driven by e-tailers and
good performance in the C2C segment. Parcels revenue
growth of 6.1% was impacted by a negative price/mix
effect of -3.7%, mainly due to a mix effect relating to the
strong growth of e-tailers benefiting from lower prices. The
segment’s revenues increased 6% to €39.5m.
The Belgian postal operator’s international parcel revenues
grew by 33% to €41.2m, driven by continued growth from
the core business lanes from the US and China; however,
the volume of shipments to China decreased slightly.
Domestic mail volume declined by 5.3%, compared to
-4.4% in 2014, due to weakness in advertising mail sales
and ongoing e-substitution. Mail revenues dropped 3.4% to
€371m. Overall, bpost revenues dropped by 1.6% to €617m
but costs were reduced by 2.2%, and operating profits were
stable at €151.6m. Net profit was down 2.4% at €96.6m.
Source: CEP-Research
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UK online retail sales recovered in April,
with 13% growth following four months
of single-digit growth and first-ever
quarterly single-digit growth of 7%
in Q1 2015, according to the British
e-Commerce association IMRG. British
e-retail sales grew by 4% month on
month, which is the highest growth for
the month of April since 2007.
As a possible explanation for the slowdown in e-retail
growth during Q1 2015, a separate IMRG survey revealed a
number of factors that UK retailers believe were influential
for this development. They cited market maturity, increased
competition, less discounting resulting in consumers holding
out for sales and promotions and also political and economic
uncertainty. “However, it is too early to say whether the
single-digit growth recorded during Q1 was merely a blip
and we will be monitoring developments very closely over
the coming months,” Tina Spooner, Chief Information
Officer at IMRG, said.
Source: CEP-Research
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RUSSIAN POST TO LAUNCH ONLINE MARKETPLACE
Russian Post plans to launch its own online marketplace in
2016to target stronger e-Commerce growth after improving
its financial results. The Russian state-owned postal
operator made a net profit of RUB 1.2bn (€21m) in 2014
compared to RUB 24m (€0.4m) the previous year. Its
revenues increased by 5.5% to RUB 140.4bn (€2.45bn).
Its international parcel volumes more than doubled to 19m in
the final two months of 2014.
The online marketplace will be integrated with payment
systems and the postal operator’s logistics infrastructure.
Russian Post plans to issue a tender to find a contractor
for setting up the online platform in 2015. Offline sales
will be conducted through seasonal product catalogues
placed at post offices. The partners of the marketplace will
be responsible for the pricing while Russian Post will give
recommendations focusing on its target group.
The marketplace is due to be implemented in several stages.
In the first phase, only three to six major e-Commerce
market players will be selected. In the second stage, the
number of the participants will expand and consequently
the product portfolio will increase. It will also be possible
to link international partners to the website including
direct cooperation with domestic product manufacturers.
At the final stage, any online retailer or services will be
automatically linked to the platform as well as to involve all
sales channels.
Source: CEP-Research
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Russian Post launched new delivery services for online
shops enabling corporate clients to send parcels weighing
up to 5 kg at fixed prices and with guaranteed delivery times
to all major big cities across Russia, which account for 70%
of the country’s e-Commerce market.
The new products, ‘Parcel Online’ and ‘Courier Online’, are
designed for Russian Post customers who ship more than
1,000 parcels on a monthly basis. Parcel Online provides
delivery to post offices in 38 major cities of Russia at
a price of RUB 149 (€2.64), VAT included. Courier Online
offers delivery to the address of the recipient in one of 27
destination cities, where the service is available for the cost
of RUB 199 (€3.52), VAT included.
The Russian postal operator said these new products
available to its business customers with immediate effect
would significantly simplify its interaction with internet
retailers, shorten order delivery times, and ensure
guaranteed service quality at the lowest possible price.
Russian Post said it would continue opening pick-up and
collection points for parcels in the big cities. It will also
create special counters for customers at the post offices to
drop off and pick up their parcels.
Source: CEP-Research
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Amazon has opened a storefront on Tmall, a Chinese
e-Commerce platform. On Tmall, Amazon will sell imported
women’s shoes, toys, kitchenware and food. Tmall is China’s
largest business-to-consumer marketplace and is owned by
Alibaba, which controls 80% of the Chinese e-Commerce
market, amounting to around US$362bn last year.
Retail e-Commerce sales in China are set to reach US$1tn in
2018, more than double the size of the US market, according
to eMarketer. However, in 2013, Amazon earned less than
3% of China’s e-Commerce business. To turn the tables in
the Asian e-Commerce market, Amazon has been investing in
China for the last several years. In 2014, it bought a Chinese
online grocery platform for US$20m and fortified its import
and export capabilities with new operations in Shanghai’s
new free trade zone.
Selling on Tmall storefront, Amazon will have to pay
a transaction fee on every item sold to their biggest
competitor in China, Alibaba Group. Working with a partner
has key advantages for Amazon and any retailers looking to
enter China – the ability to sell quickly, without regulatory
headaches, to eager Chinese consumers who largely
demand a localised experience.
Source: Borderfree
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Alibaba Group has made its
next strategic move in the
logistics sector by buying into
fast-growing major Chinese
carrier Shanghai YTO Express
as it steps up its globalisation
ambitions. Alibaba announced on 14 May that it will buy
a minority stake in YTO, which already cooperates with
Alibaba as one of 14 partners in Alibaba’s Cainiao logistics
network.
Judy Tong, Senior Vice President of Alibaba Group and
President of Cainiao explained: “The strategic investment in
YTO Express reflects our commitment to improving quality
and service standards in China’s logistics industry. As
a platform, we look forward to working closely with partners
who share our vision in developing an efficient logistics
infrastructure and solutions that will drive development of
China’s logistics sector in order to fully satisfy our customers’
needs.”
The deal with YTO recalls Alibaba’s investment in Singapore
Post last year, and the related plans to set up a joint venture
for e-Commerce logistics in South-East Asia. It also fits with
the e-Commerce group’s ambition not only to maintain its
dominance of the Chinese e-Commerce market but also to
step up international expansion following last year’s giant
IPO in New York.
Source: CEP-Research
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Swiss Post launched its ’Next Day Evening Delivery’ service
in cooperation with the fashion and shoe retailer Zalando to
offer its customers rapid deliveries as the postal operator
aims to boost its parcels business.
As part of the new delivery service, orders made via
Zalando’s Swiss website by 12pm will be delivered the next
working day (Monday to Friday) between 5-8pm. Customers
can select the fast delivery in the evening of the following
day, which costs CHF 7.00, during the order process as an
additional option to the free standard shipping mode.
Zalando is the first fashion retailer in Switzerland to profit
from fast next-day delivery but negotiations with other
retailers are ongoing. In 2014, Swiss Post transported
a record number of parcels reaching 112m, which equals
a 1.6% increase compared to the previous year.
Source: CEP-Research

SEUR TO PROVIDE E-LOGISTICS FOR WORTEN IN SPAIN
Spanish parcels firm Seur has signed a wide-ranging
e-logistics agreement with Worten, a major consumer
electronics retailer in Spain. Under the agreement, Seur will
develop e-Commerce logistics solutions for Worten, which
will rely on the DPDgroup subsidiary for deliveries of online
purchases across the Iberian peninsula. This will provide
Worten customers with a wider choice of options for the time
and place of delivery and thus a better customer experience.
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Among the logistics solutions will be Seur Predict, the
DPDgroup service providing delivery timeslot notification,
change of delivery and other options such as collection from
one of more than 1,000 parcel points in Spain.
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Source: CEP-Research

PITNEY BOWES ACQUIRES BORDERFREE
Pitney Bowes will take over global e-Commerce firm
Borderfree for US$395m as part of its strategy to boost
its cross-border e-Commerce business. Pitney Bowes said
Borderfree’s cross-border e-Commerce solutions would
complement and expand its own existing e-Commerce
capabilities, which help clients grow their businesses
internationally by reducing the complexity of cross-border
e-Commerce. The acquisition is expected to close in the
second quarter 2015.
Borderfree provides cross-border e-Commerce solutions
through a proprietary technology and services platform
that enables retailers in the United States and United
Kingdom to transact with consumers around the world.
The firm manages all aspects of the international shopping
experience, including site localisation, multi-currency
pricing, payment processing, fraud management, landed
cost calculation, customs clearance and brokerage and
global logistics services.
Source: CEP-Research
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TNT LAUNCHES BLUE BANANA MARKETING
CAMPAIGN
TNT
Express
launched
a marketing campaign in February
2015 designed to support export
shipments of parcels and freight
to the United Kingdom, France,
the
Netherlands,
Belgium,
Luxembourg, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Italy. The aim of the initiative is to help
SMEs grow and export in Europe’s most important trade
region and economic engine.
As part of this campaign, TNT offers customers a temporary
20% discount for all export shipments of up to 250 kg to
one of these nine countries. The promotion applies to daydefinite delivery services by air and road. The campaign aims
at taking a greater advantage of TNT’s recent investments
and service upgrades in Europe under the company’s
Outlook strategy.
The Blue Banana campaign, named after an expression used
to describe Europe’s densest business region stretching
from England to Italy, aims to drive TNT’s sales in Europe’s
largest express markets. According to Eurostat, more than
70% of intra-European exports of goods are destined to the
countries composing the Blue Banana.
Source: TNT Express
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Polish-based parcel lockers company
easyPack, best-known under the InPost
brand, has raised a further €115m for
the next stage of its expansion strategy
in Europe and overseas.
The investment proceeds will be used to accelerate
the expansion of parcel locker networks in international
markets. Integer.pl said that easyPack expects to have over
5,000 InPost lockers across Europe, North America and
the Middle East by the end of 2015, and will have funds to
develop an additional 4,000 terminals from this investment
round. At present, there are more than 4,000 InPost APMs
(Automated Parcel Machines) in operation around the world.
Integer.pl Group and PineBridge Investments set up
easyPack in 2012, with an initial combined investment of
€108m. At the time, the company was aiming to roll out up
to 16,000 parcel terminals in Europe and other markets by
the end of 2016.
Source: CEP-Research

POSTNL LAUNCHES PARCEL LOCKERS AT TRAIN
STATIONS AND SCHIPHOL AIRPORT
PostNL and Polish supplier InPost are introducing
automated parcel lockers at Dutch train stations and
Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport to improve services for local
online shoppers.

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

The ‘Pakketautomaten’, as they are branded locally, have
been installed at the main railway stations in Amsterdam,
The Hague, Utrecht, Breda, Eindhoven, Leiden, Almere as
well as at Schiphol Airport. These locations are transited
by over 400,000 travellers per day, and the automated
machines enable customers to collect their parcels from
these locations 24 hours a day and seven days a week.
Integer.pl Group also announced a 27% revenue rise to PLN
153.5m (€38m) in the first quarter of 2015, and reported
PLN 8.11m of net profit attributable to parent company
shareholders and PLN 11.42m of consolidated EBITDA.
Source: CEP-Research

INPOST EXPANDS ITS PARCEL LOCKER NETWORK IN
UKRAINE
Polish post and parcel operator InPost is expanding its
network in Ukraine. The company is installing new automated
parcel collection and drop-off points at 16 locations in the
Ukrainian capital, Kiev, by the end of this month.
The “easyPack” machines, which allow consumers to pick
up online purchases outside office hours when they cannot
be at home to receive parcels, are being deployed at various
supermarket outlets.
The Polish company said the e-Commerce market in Ukraine
was predicted to grow to as much as US$1bn, providing
a good opportunity for its parcel lockers. The firm also said
its 24 existing parcel locker terminals in Kiev saw volumes
grow by 1400% year on year in 2014.
Source: Post&Parcel
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LITHUANIA POST’S SURGE IN PARCELS FROM CHINA SINGPOST REVENUE INCREASES DUE TO
CONTINUES
E-COMMERCE GROWTH
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Lithuania Post handled more than 7m parcels from China in
the first quarter of 2015, including substantial volumes from
the Alibaba Group, with the bulk of them destined for the
rest of the EU or Russia.
The postal operator said it had a 16% year-on-year rise to
more than 14m international postal items between January
and March 2015. More than half of these items were from
China, a further rise on the 47% share achieved in 2014.
Lithuania Post explained that this growth was largely
a result of the cooperation with CLEVY, a Chinese logistics
company, which distributes postal items to the countries of
the European Union, Russia and Belarus through Lithuania
Post. Last June the postal operator signed an agreement with
Beijing-based logistics company CLEVY to deliver Chinese
goods to Europe, covering EU member states, Russia,
Belarus, and other countries. CLEVY’s key customers
include Alibaba Group, its e-Commerce platform Tmall and
its logistics network Cainiao, according to information on its
website.
Lithuania Post wants to position itself as ‘the gateway to
Europe’ for Chinese import parcels by taking advantage
of the country’s geographical location between Western,
Northern and Eastern Europe. In February this year a new
logistics hub was opened in Kaunas to help deal with this
volume growth.
Source: CEP-Research
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Singapore Post achieved double-digit revenue growth and
improved profits in the year ending March 2015 thanks to
its e-Commerce logistics expansion. The postal group, in
which Alibaba Group now owns a minority stake, reported
a 12% rise in revenues to SG$919.6m, due to growth
in its e-Commerce and logistics businesses as well as
contributions from new acquisitions. The underlying net
profit, or earnings from its business operations, grew 5.2%
to SG$157.2m.
The logistics business increased its full-year revenues by
26% to SG$464.8m and improved its operating profit
by about 50% to SG$21.5m The Retail & eCommerce
business increased revenues by 6.2% to SG$92m and
raised its operating profit to SG$9.7m. The highly profitable
core Mail business grew 1.9% to revenues of SG$500.3m
and had stable profits of SG$144m.
Source: CEP-Research

SINGPOST TO TRIAL PERSONAL PARCEL TERMINALS
AND DOUBLE LOCKER NETWORK SIZE
Singapore Post has unveiled its 100th POPStation and
announced it will double the size of its parcel locker network
to 200 locations as well as test new residential ‘personal’
parcel terminals in the coming months.
The next move will be to test smaller locker boxes, branded
as P-POPs (Personal POPStations), which are designed for
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installation at residential or SME addresses. The innovative
P-POPs leverage mobile technology and have no user
interface as they are entirely managed by mobile devices
and communicate direct with the consumer’s device via
Bluetooth. The machines, manufactured by TZ under the
name ‘OurPAD’, can operate for a year on just three AA
batteries, and effectively brings the parcel locker network
direct to a consumer’s home.
Source: CEP-Research

DHL INTRODUCES A NEW URBAN CARGO BIKE
DHL Express introduced in April 2015 a new vehicle to
its fleet in the Netherlands that will further enhance its
efforts to improve its carbon efficiency. The ‘Cubicycle’ is
a quadracycle with a removable container that has a cargo
volume of one cubic meter. Key advantages of the bicycle
in comparison with similar types of non-motorised transport
are its volume and better integration into DHL’s operational
systems. The first Cubicycle has been deployed in the Dutch
city of Almere.
The bike’s reclining position and the speed that comes
from this position are features of the Cubicycle, as well as
electric power assistance that allow for faster acceleration
from a starting position. Thanks to its dimensions, which
correspond to the size of a standard shipping pallet, it is
easy to integrate into the company’s standardised shipment
handling process. The container is delivered to a location
near the city centre, from where the bike starts its route.
Source: Deutsche Post DHL
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GERMAN E-COMMERCE RETURNS TO DOUBLE-DIGIT
GROWTH IN Q1 2015
E-Commerce in Germany returned to double-digit growth
in the first quarter of 2015 with a 10% increase in sales
of physical goods after moderate growth of 7% last year,
according to the German e-Commerce and distance-selling
association bevh. E-Commerce sales of goods grew to
€10.2bn, with their share of the overall interactive trading
sector – including traditional mail order – rising by 1.5% to
84.5%, according to the association’s quarterly sales survey.
In terms of different shipper types, multi-channel retailers are
the clear winners, even though online marketplaces such as
Amazon and eBay still keep their dominant position but are
increasingly losing market share, the association pointed out.
Source: CEP-Research

DHL TESTS EXPANDED PARCEL NETWORK AND
SERVICE IN BERLIN
DHL Parcel has announced it is rolling out the densest
network of alternative delivery options in Germany in Berlin
by the end of 2016. The aim of the initiative is to have half
of the parcel volumes in the capital handled via automated
solutions such as DHL Packstations, DHL parcel boxes and
DHL Parcel Shops.
The DHL Packstation delivery network will be significantly
expanded in the capital from its current number of 180 units
to 500 by the end of 2016. Moreover, many inner courtyards
in Berlin set aside space for the recently developed parcel
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India’s e-Commerce boom to be unique in the
region
Posts can help bridge e-Commerce divide for
SMEs
bpost records solid parcel volume growth
UK online retail sales back on track with doubledigit growth in April
Russian Post to launch online marketplace
Russian Post launches fixed-price ‘low-cost’
e-retail parcel services
Amazon opens its storefront on China’s Tmall
Alibaba invests in logistics with YTO Express
stake
Swiss Post launches evening delivery for Zalando
Seur to provide e-logistics for Worten in Spain
Pitney Bowes acquires Borderfree
TNT launches Blue Banana marketing campaign
InPost raises €115m for international parcel locker
rollout
PostNL launches parcel lockers at train stations
and Schiphol Airport
InPost expands its parcel locker network in
Ukraine
Lithuania Post’s surge in parcels from China
continues
SingPost revenue increases due to e-Commerce
growth
SingPost to trial personal parcel terminals and
double locker network size
DHL introduces a new urban cargo bike
German e-Commerce returns to double-digit
growth in Q1 2015
DHL tests expanded parcel network and service
in Berlin
DPD expands Saturday deliveries across
Germany to boost B2C growth
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box for rental apartments and apartment buildings. The third key element of the
Berlin innovation project comes in the form of the DHL Parcel Shops. DHL Parcel
will also deliver shipments in the German capital even more frequently on the
preferred day and expand the selection of available time windows. In addition to the
current evening delivery options, additional time windows will be made available
this year for delivery throughout the day.
Source: Deutsche Post DHL

DPD EXPANDS SATURDAY DELIVERIES ACROSS GERMANY TO BOOST
B2C GROWTH
DPD has extended its Saturday delivery service nationwide across Germany thus
completing its B2C offering for private customers as it anticipates strong volume
increase in B2C shipping in the future.
The company launched Saturday deliveries a year ago thus turning Saturday into
a ‘normal delivery day’ to boost B2C business and making it part of its standard
services after a successful trial phase. By September last year, the service had been
made available to around 30% of the country’s population and gradually expanded
towards a nationwide rollout this spring.
Source: CEP-Research
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NORDIC ONLINE SHOPPERS PREFERENCES IN Q1 2015

Nordic online shoppers preferences in
Q1 2015

Online shoppers in the Nordic region are buying more, increasingly using mobile
devices for purchases and are more interested in using parcel points than having
evening home deliveries, according to new research by PostNord.
During the first quarter of 2015, consumers in the Nordic region shopped online
for a total of approximately SEK 36.5bn (€3.9bn), up by 7% compared to the
same period last year. This corresponds to an increase of approximately SEK 2.5bn
(€0.26bn) compared with the same period last year, according to PostNord’s
latest ‘E-Commerce in the Nordic Region’ quarterly report, based on a consumer
survey conducted in April 2015 in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland involving
just over 4,000 respondents.
In Denmark and Sweden, about one-third of e-Commerce consumers expect their
purchase to be delivered within three days. In Norway, one-fourth of consumers
expect the same delivery time, and in Finland, one-third are open to waiting up to
five days.

7%
E-COMMERCE
GROWTH IN
THE NORDIC
REGION IN Q1
2015

Most people in the Nordic region still shop online using a computer, but more and
more consumers are shopping via a smartphone, the report showed.
In terms of cross-border e-Commerce, the UK, US, Germany and China still top the
list by far when people in the Nordic region shop from abroad. In the Nordic region,
Sweden is still the leading country for shopping from abroad with clothes and shoes
being the most popular items. However, Swedes do not shop very much from their
neighbouring countries.
Source: PostNord
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION

ABOUT IPC

IPC MARKET FLASH is a fortnightly newsletter providing a comprehensive look at
new developments emerging in the international postal marketplace. It is published by
the Markets and Communications department of the International Post Corporation.

International Post Corporation is a cooperative association of 24 member postal
operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America. Over the past two decades
IPC has provided industry leadership by driving service quality and interoperability, supporting its members to ensure the high performance of international mail
services and developing the IT infrastructure required to achieve this. IPC engages
in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides a range of platforms for member post CEOs and senior management to exchange best practices
and discuss strategy, and gives its members an authoritative, independent and collective voice. IPC also manages the system for incentive-based payments between
postal operators. With members delivering some 80% of global postal mail, IPC
represents the majority of the world’s mail volume.

If you would like to contribute to this publication or require further information,
please contact: publications@ipc.be.

For more information please visit our website www.ipc.be or contact us
at info@ipc.be.
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